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Introduction

Andrew Rudd; Stephen Satchell
Advisor Software; University of Cambridge

Who a¡e the high net worth investors (HNWIs) and what makes

them tick? Our experience is that most people aspire to being

aclcrowledged as "high net worth", except those that actually belong

to this category. Trulyhighnetworth individuals tendto shun, if pos-

sible, the notoriety that comes with extraordinary wealth, but if they

are public figures, such as athletes, entertainment stars or Politicians,
they typically accept their situation with as little comment as possi-

ble. A desi¡e for confidentiality and, perhaps, some fear of being a

target play some role in this. Certainly, for those who gained their

wealth as a result of inheritance there would aPPear to be little to
be gained from being acknowledged as an HNWI beyond an emo-

tional and egotistical sense of well-being arising from being part of
an unusual, distinguishable group.

High net worth investors clearly have greater wealth than those

who are not, but how much more? And are there other character-

istics, such as location, of this high net worth demographic which
distinguish them from others? Most people would accept that bil-
lionaires belong to the HNWI category. According to the Wealth-X
(2013) report,l at the time of writing there is an estimated global
population of 2160 billionai¡es, an increase of 185 over 2011-12. Out
of the 2012-13 global population of billionaires, there were an esti-
mated 4180 in the US, 147 in China and 140 in the UK- We believe that
having a net worth of USg30 million or above should be indicative of
HNWI status. The Wealth-X report estimates this global population
amounts to 187,380, of which 60,280 are in the US, 11,245 in China
and 10,515 in the UK- By region, the estimated population is 42,895
in Asia, 53,440 in Europe and I4,7SO \n Latin America.

ln contrast, it is not clear to us that having US$1 million or more
in investible wealth defines, in most peoples, minds, membership of

xlv
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the media in the developed countries of the world tend to empha-
sise the amassing of staggering wealth and so accumulating a mil-
Lion dollars does not seem to be such an achievement as it once was.
However, this is a standard used quite frequently in the industry, pre-
sumably to engender positive feeJings among would-be chents. The
millionaire cut-off is used in the World Wealth Report 2013 (Capgem-
ini and RBC Wealth Management 2013), another suwey of the global
wealthy population, which estimates a global population of 12 mil-
lion millionaires, with 3.7 million in No¡th America, 3.2 million in
the Asia-Pacific region and 3.4 million in Europe.

Other than the level of wealtll are their investment portfolios
different from those of the less wealthy? Do these investors have
other common attributes that a¡e different to the less wealthy? Or are
the highnet worth investors orùy interestingbecause they have more
wealth? Certainly, we would expect to, and do, see greater exposure
in the portfolios of the HNWI to those assets which only they can
afford. For example, we do observe in the portfolios of the HNWI
real assets such as significant real estate beyond a primary residence,
financial assets and products with high minimum investments, such
as altematives, collections of art, jewellery and "luxury collectibles,,
such as automobiles, boats or jets.

One other aspect of HNWI behaviour towards thei¡ wealth is dif-
ferent to that of the less wealthy: as reported in Capgemini and RBC
Wealth Management (2073,p.20), "HNWI focus on wealth preser-
vation is pronor:nced globally, but regional differences exist, with
HNWIs in some emerging markets focused more on wealth growth,,.
A focus on wealth preservation can only be pursued i-f the acormu-
lated wealth is not needed for living expenses or other important
Lifetime goals, suggesti.g by implication that onJy the HNWI can
afford to attend to the preservation of wealth. A related observation
concems the HNWI attitude towards risk. It is generally observed
that many investors become HNWI as a result of concentrated bets,
in either an operating business or investunent portfolio, but that con-
tinuing to maintain such concentrated bets as an HNWI potentially
leads to loss of wealth (fP Morgan Private Banking 2011). As a result
we obsewe a preference towards a generally conservative approach
to investing and wealth preservation, with this observation being
stronEer arnong older HNWIs and those in the upper wealth
segments (Capgemini and RBC Wealth Management 2013,p.23).

This book brings together a wide variety of studies on the invest-
ment behaviour of high net worth investors- We have placed an

emphasis on quantitative methods, largely because this is an area in
which there has been a great deal of innovation. Although the chap-
ters vary considerably in the amount of actua,l quantitative finance

within them, they all rely on an analytical perspective to illustrate
their approach and emphasise their results.

We have tried to cover most of what we consider to be the impor-
tant areas for HNWIs. Contributions to the book cover the spec-

trum from academic to practical approadres and also discuss some

of the related issues that a¡ise in the lives of HNWIs. The two great

universals - death and taxes - are covered. We also consider.some

near-universa-ls such as fraud, luxury goods, divorce and real estate.

Other aspects of the huma¡r condition, such as dlmastic risk and

longevity, were beyond the scope of this book.

STRUCTURE OFTHE BOOK

in Chapter 2Jarrod Wilcox looks at the management of discretionary

wealth- This is both intellectually interesting and driven by a life-
time of practical experience. Jarrod was one of the first to use this
approach, and many subsequent chapters, and work elsewhere, are

in debt to his ideas.

In Chapter 3 Dan diBartolomeo introduces a new procedure for
asset allocation, called the analytic hierarchy process (AHP). This is
a robust procedure which allows non-experts to "formulate multiple
decision criteria in the form of questions, with each question hav-
ing multiple discrete answers". The advantages of such a technique
is that it can be used to supplement mean-variance, which is well
known to suffer from a lack of robustness. Dan makes the case that
AHP provides this robusbress. The chapter is further enhanced by a
technical appendix with extra information on AHp.

Lr Chapter 4 Keith Quinton and Nicolas Brunetti address issues
of tax alpha. This chapter should be of direct use to HNWIs and
their advisors, as
after-tax refurns-
about forecasting
agement. They show that

INTRODUCTION

the use of quantitative approaches in the
to noticeable improvements.

2

context of tax leads
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In Chapter 5, Greg Davies and Antonia Lim present an analy-
sis describedby the phrase "managing anxiety to improve financial
performance", which should be applicable to HNWIs. This is a most
interesting approach that is difficult to summarise in a few phtases,
but the th¡ust of what they are doing is to suggest behavioural per-
turbations that make the use of conventional financial tools, such
as mean-va¡iance, more palatable. They make the case that HNWIs
(generally, with some exceptions) face the issue of managing their
flows of funds and assets rather than their stocks and thus require
mo¡e continuous monitoring than the more typical "buy and hold,'
of the smaller investor. The term "arviely" covers what the man
on the Clapham oûmibus might think of as anxiety but actually
has a broader meaning. Arxiety is, to quote Davies and Lirn, ,,any

short-term behavioural responses to investors, immediate ci¡cum-
stances, whether good or bad, that might make them uncomfortable
macting, or sticking with, the long-term normative solution,,.

Chapter 6 by Robert Dukes and Edwa¡d Smith present a fascinat-
ing practitioner model to capture regime switdres in investing. This
has been built for individual investors. In many ways this makes
a similar point to Chapter 5 in that it offers private investors alter-
natives to static investrnent. The procedures they provide allow for
predictable volatility fluctuatiors to be modelled and incorporated
into a choice of assets. As Dukes and Smith themselves note, after
2007 the notion of static fixed weight investment seems,not only
unappealing but also non-intuitive.

In Chapter 7 Oliver Williams and Anders petterson address the
role of expert opinion in markets for collectibles. The fulI picture
of HNWI behaviour should take account of how money is spent.
Spending above essentials (discretionary wealth, as discussed in
Chapter 2) is frequentþ spent on art, stamps, coins, etc, and such
investments have the attractive feature that they can be enjoyed by
investors, while the assets themselves increase invalue- The determi-
nation of the price of such assets, however, is a much more complex
matter and is often deternrined by taste-makers, that is, the expert
opinion or people of high status. The obvious reason why this is so is
the lack of visible eamings accruing to the assets and, in many cases,
the absence of reasonable data on which to base values. This chapter
looks at how collecting information about taste-makers from auc-
tions and elsewhere can lead to predictable changes in the realised

prices of artworks. The procedures are higtìly quantitative and can

be applied not orùy to the art market but also to any similar market-
The cost of socially responsible investing is examined by Mark

Kritzmann and Tirmothy Adler in Chapter 8. There are m¿my

instances of funds/portfolios owned or sponsored by wealthy indi-
viduals that set out to achieve specific goals of a moral nature. The

cost of sudr activity, as Kritzmam and Adler note, is rather hard

to quantify, but at the simplest level boils down to adding extra

constraints to an optimisation problem. We would expect therefore

socially responsible investunent to impact negatively upon perfor-

mance. That it indeed does sometimes, but on other occasions is

shown not to do so, is an interesting fact in itself and, to some extent,

is the focus of Kritzmann and Adler's work.

As Chapter 9, we are delighted to include a lournal of Wealth

Managønmt paper by Greg Gregoriou and Francois-Serge Lhabitant

titled "Madoff: A Flock of Red Flags". This chapter makes the point,

very clearly, that there were numerous signals related to the perfor-

mance of retums and structure of Mr Madoff 's operation that wealth

managers should have picked up. The fact that in many cases they

did not and were happy to smd their clients' money to be managed

says as much about the naivety of certain experienced managers as

it does about the deficiencies of their counterParty.

Chapter 10, by Colin Lizieri a¡d RobertJalali, considers real estate

as an asset class and provides a useful overview for those consider-

ing commercial real estate for investment PurPoses. In can be con-

trasted with earlier c.hapters that discuss deviations from long-term
investrnent, as real estate is often seen primarily in long-run terms.

Lizieri and Jalali present a balanced view of the costs and benefits
of real estate investment.

ln Chapter 1L Nandini Srivastava and Stephen Satchell investigate
the role of luxury goods for high net worth investment and also
for high net worth consumption. They consider collectibles but also
look at other classes of luxury goods. The analysis used is more
in line with microeconomics, and behaviour is defined in terms of
utility functions. Using such tools, Srivastava and Satchell provide
definitions of utiJity from luxury goods based on such notions as
stafus and wealth being an end in themselves (often referred to as
the "spirit of capitalism" model) rather than a means to increased

INTRODUCTION
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consumption. approach is highly quantitative.
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Chapter 12, by Susan Thorp and Stephen Satdrell, is titled ,,Mod-

elling Sustainable Spending Pla¡s for Famity Offices, For¡ndations
and Tiusts". They consider the problem facing HNWIs as one that
can be described in terms of an infinitely Lved investor. This pro-
vides a convenimt anùtic framework for solving the optimal con-
sumption rate while preserving wealth. They also address issues of
family-name extinction.

Chapter 13 by Bernd Sdrerer investigates marriage, taken, not
as the r¡nion of two souls, but as a complex multi-period deriva-
tive. One of the issues surrounding the possession of a great deal
of wealth is the costliness of ma¡ital breakdown. Scherer considers
marital breakdown as a contingent event and this chapter provides
a fascinating analysis of this issue.

Finally, in Chapter 14, Andrew Rudd looks at the asset allocation
decisions for HNWIs and expresses the view that the very wealthy
tend to be relatively secretive about thei¡ financial activities and do
not wiJlingly provide data for quants to analyse and use to build
models. This provides a whole range of new challenges, not least
the observation that frequently multi-generational wealth preseiwa-
tion is probably more important motivation for the high net worth
than wealth growth. Interestingly, a wealth-preservation shategy
reflected in high cash holdings flies in the face of convmtional
finance theory which is almost universal in assuming decreasing
absolute risk aversion- Rudd focuses on the practicalities of wealth
preservation from a US perspective, whidrnot only shouldbe useful
reading for those interested in the subject but leads to a number of
results for appropriate asset allocation policy.

As often happens in a book of this kind, certain themes are planned
ex ante inthe construction of the booþ sudr as discretionary wealtÌç
while others ellrÊtge ex pos

rating short-terrr plaruring
a¡rd readers will no doubt
most aspects of the topic but we a¡e aware that history has a great ten_
denry for surprising us and that events will create topicality possibly
even as the book goes to press. As an example, one topic not consid_
ered explicitly is the optimal choice of residence and its close relative,
global tax arbitrage, but Chapters 4 and j.0 would certainly hetp a
researcher to prepare to investigate these areas in greater detail. Our
text is designed to benefit researclrers, investors a¡rd their advisors.

I A suryey of tlE global wealthy population.

2 For e@ple, roughly coincidint with the top 1% of the population in the US.
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A critical question for many high net worth individuals (HNWIs)

is how to best adjust spending rates when the investment outlook
changes. This chapter sets out optimal spending plans for HNWIs or

offices- Unlike standard approaches, the plans derived here
allow for the fact that family offices often decide spending plans and

strategy separately. The plans also account for the fact
that many such HNWIs have high risk tolerance but a preference for
steady consumption streams.

. . Using a sophisticated recursive utility function (Weil 1990; Epstein

.' andZtn 1989), we first model the optimal disbursement rate for a

. pelpetuai entity with a predetermined asset allocation. Then, under
general assumptions about investment retums, we use properties of

i stochastic domina¡ce to estimate modifications to the current con-
sumption rate when the investment outlook changes. The capac-

. ity of the decision-maker to vary spending through time (elastic-

to understanding optimal

We begin by setting out the background needed to model optimal
paths under conditions of uncertainÇ showing hor.t'
utility set-up is well adapted to modelling HNWIs'

and briefly foreshadowing the main results- We address
to the set-up needed when planning for a real fam-

with finite survival prospects, and then describe and soh'e the
model for optimal consumption before giving a simple

example illustrating the important results. We derive prin-

recursive

analysis, covering changes inboth expected retums

231
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and volatiliÇ. Overall, in this chapter we set out a sophisticate¿
but robust approach to plaming disbursement rates from t¡usts or
endowments, including how to modify the optimal spending rule
for revisions in fhe investment outlook.

BACKGROUND AND MODELLING FRAMEWORK

Globally, tr.2017, there were 11 million individuals with over USgl
million in investable wealth, amounting to more tha¡ USg42 tril-
lion in assets. More than 3 million HNWIs resided in each of Asia_
Pacific, Europe and North America with the highest concentration
of wealth in North America (CapGemini and RBC Wealth Man_
agement 2012, p.5). HNWIs often employ skilled professionals in
family offices, foundations and trusts to manage their wealth for
current and future generations (Martiros and Millay 2006).1 While
concems for privacy make it difficult to measure the size of the
HNW sector separately, Martiros and Millay infer that it is sub-
stantial. The discussion of HNWI plans in this chapter extends
naturally to many similar types of organisations, including per-
petual charities and foundations. The charity sector is known
to be very large: in 20\2, the UK Charity Commission reported
over 161,000 charities, holding investments in excess of €78 billion
with an¡rual spending over €53 bi11ion,2 and, for the US, Standard
& Poor's Money Market Di¡ectories reported over 5,000 endow-
ments arìd for:ndations, controlling more than US$946 billion in
assets.3

The wealth management problem for these organisations hæ

some important non-standard feafures that a¡e addressed here.

Specifically, the setting combines the Epstein-Zin-Weil (EZW) recur-

sive utility model (Epstein andZin 1989; Weil 1990), which allows a

separation of tastes for risk from tastes for consumption smoothing,
with general assumptions on investment refums, and in a¡ infinite
time horizon. The model is particularly suited to HNW individu-
als or families who plan investment separately from spending. For

example, if assets are concentrated in operating businesses, andlot .

agement was their overarching
from aggressive wealth growth
expected utility models such as

iii"i:t#f 
r'rnction in tastes between investment managemenr

ln addition, when investment retums can be treated as inde_pendent and identically distributed (iid) the asset allocation a¡dconsumption decisions in this model are theoretically separable,reflecting a division between invesfment and spending policies. So-- the analvsis to follow derives spending plans under altemafive sce_for refums that a¡e conditional on a separateiy rnanaged port_folio. The framework also allows family office maragers and trusteescarqz out general scenario analysis without assuming that refums___processes are lognormal. HNWI porrfolios include pnvate equity,hedge fr:nds and real estate in significant quarrtities in both Europe. and North America (Amit et al 2008) and since there rs evidencethat ¡efums to these asset classes are typicaliy non_normal moregeneral distributional assumptions are needed- a Consequently, theanalysis is robust to many of the irregularities of financial refurnsProcesses.

if investment decisions are delegated to managers, investment
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solution (a constant disbursement rate and strictly positive wealth)

are interesting and the solution is relatively easy to compute, it only

partly addresses the problem of this chapter.

First, a continuous time framework does not fit the decision-

making of a family office or trust, where boards may meet qu¿¡-

terly or less often (Amit ef al2Ñ8). So this analysis solves for armual

spending rates over an infinite horizon- (The survival ProsPects of

farnilies, and how the problem could be modified in the light s1

variation in survival, are also discussed below.) Second, joint log-

normality seems an excessively restrictive assumption for retur¡5,

given the asset classes invested in by HNWIs, family offices a¡rd

foundations. Thi¡d, as noted above, Amit ef al (2008) and Ma¡tiros

and Millay (2006) describe processes of investment management that

are delegated to grouPs of in-house or exte¡nal managers, so t!¡s

model below allows asset allocation decisions to be decided sepa-

rately from disbursement rates. Fourth, beneficiaries andlor family

members may want smooth spending paths. Models which apply

the usual time-separable expected utility functions limit the scope of

analysis by constraining relative risk aversion to be the inverse of the

elasticity of intertemporal substitution, so that agents who have low.

risk aversion must also be willing to transfer consumption across

time. Howeve¡, for HNW individuals or families, risk aversion and

aversion to intertemporal substitution are likely to be conceptually

and practically distinct: many family trusts can tolerate considerabie

uncertainty over retums while aiming for fairly smooth Payments

to beneficiaries over time-

Recursive or non-exPected-utility preferences as proposed by

Kreps and Porreus(7978,7979) allow apartial separation of tastes fø

risk and stability by late resolution. The model used here adapts
1Veil's version of the Kreps_porteus preferences to the dpramic con_
sumption problem of HNWIs,_andexplores the properties of the
¡rodel under scenario analysis.6

Giova¡mini and Weil (19g9) and Weit (1990) showed that the opti_
4al constant disbursement rate for an H\IWI with EZW utility is set
by the rule

m=I_ ([ç(t_p)ilr_a)¡tro 
e2.f)

MODELLING SUSTAINABLE SPENDING PLANS FOR FAMILY OFFICES, FOUNDATIONS AND TRUSIS

where z is the proportion of wealth spent each year, ô is a param-
eter which is a component of time preference,T a is relative risk
aversion,I /p is the elasticity of intertemporal substitution and ql is
the expected v afue of 27- o 

, the risk-adjusted refurn to wealth, where
Zís thegross return to the investment portfolio or family business.

Under consta¡rt relafive risk aversion (CRRA) preferences, therule simplifies to m:7 - (õq¡tta. The analysis to follow
gives the conditions for the convergence of the value function

for this problem- Given plausible pararneter values and historical
of investment refums, optimal spending rates might lie

l%o and 3% of wealth per annlrm in real terms-
Shifting probability mass from the lower to the upper tail of the

density, arrd working with mean-preserving spreads, allows
an ana-lytical and numerical calculation of the trade-off between

and substitution effects and the ensuing changes to disburse_
rates when the investment retums distribution changes- Fur_

whìle superficial intuition might predict that spending out ofendowment will be posirively related to an optimistic invest_
outlook and negatively linked to pessimism, this is true only

reverse reaction can be optimal.
of these effects indicates that optimal consumption ratesremarkably sensitive to small chaages in beliefs about future

distributions. The direction of revisions to optimal consump-
depends on whether the elasticity of intertemporal substitutiongreater than or less thal 1, not on tastes for risþ but the size ofwill be sensitive to relafive risk aversion. Stochastic dom_

arguments confi¡m, extend and illustrate analytical resultsin Giova¡nini and Weil (1989), Weit (1990) and Bhamra and
which demonstrate the pivotal role of the elasricity of

risk and intertemporal consumption. \Â[hereas the von Neumann- a sub-set of preferences and the

Morgenstern agent is interested only in the conditional expectation

of all fuhrre consumption (the timing of the resolution of uncertain

outcomes does not matter), the Kreps-Porteus agent also cares how

soon uncertainty over consurnPtion will be resolved' If an entity

highly risk averse but willing to redistribute consumPtion

time, then they prefer an earlY resolution of uncertaintY, but if

entity is tolerant of risk and, relatively speaking, dislikes

ring consumption across time, then later resolution is better' As

(1990) points out, this amounts to a trade-offbetween the safety

stability of utility, where safety is improved by early resoludon
Qoo6),

sub¡itution for consumption paths.
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. fhat most endowments will want short-n:¡r spending certainty white
' ¡naintaining long-run viability. He argued for a d1'namic portfolio

insurance strategy where the institution creates a riskless perpetuity: rnatched to the current minirnum spending level while maintaining
exposure to risky retums.8 This strategy is probably too conserva_

Having set out the reasons for our choice of utility function and

upprou.ñ,o returns distributions' we now address the question of

tf,rË pf"o.i"g Period, or exPected lifetime of the foundation' fam\

office or trust.

MODELLING FOR PERPETUAL ENTITIES AND FAMILIES

A crucial question for disbursement decisions is the planning hori-

zon of the endowment or trust. Embedded in the plarming horizon

are questions of intra- and inter-generational equiÇ so imPortant

io-tJ"" *..ugement of family offices and for¡ndations' TWo main

strands of eãonomic literature have studied the management of

wealth over generations' The first relates to perpetual foundations

such as univãrsity endowments' and the second relates to families'

Perpetual foundations and endowments that the average single family office in their survey sample served

S¡rdies ofuniversitY endowmentbehaviour look for a disbursement - "13 households,40 family members and two to three generations,,

rate rule that satisfies "inter-generational equity" while Preserving -A simplifying approach to inter-generational transfers is to treat the

capital over the long horizon (see, for examPle, To'oin7974; Litvack head (altruist or dictator) as deciding consumption among current

et al1974;Nichols 1974)- Most are not interested in deriving future members of the family so that the welfare of the family is

portfolio allocations for endowments' Tobin ProPosed consuming - from the welfare of the head (Becker 1974, I1BI).

out of Permanent foundation income (ie, from the long-rr.n rate of For family trusts and family offices, a trust deed or constitution

retum on assets)- However, Woglom (2003) showed that Tobin's del 'can stand in the place of a family "head", deciding on allocations

inition of inter-generational equity (fixed real consumPtion across between beneficiaries. The fact that most HNWI families use for-

time) imPlied a zero rate of intertemPoral substitution. For agents mal agreements is evidence that cooperative bargaining (Manser

with CRRA utility fu¡ctions this means infinite risk aversion' an and Brown 1980; McEIroy and Horney 1981) and exchange between

assumption that is contradictedbY endowment investment Patterns'
family members (Cigno 1993,2006,2007) are not effective or stable

Using a deterministic, continuous-time model, Wo glom argued that ...structures. Further, the utility of future generations is often valued,

endowments should consurne from recurrent caPital gains, but he as well as the interests of the current family members. Becker and

relaxed the inter-generational equity constraint to allow optimal real Tomes (1986) a¡rd Becker and Barro (1988) discussed cases where

consumPtion to vary over time.
consumption is divided equally among children in each time period

UniversitY sPending and investment were readdressed in later and then aggregated. In this case, trusts and foundations have to

papers by Merton (1990, 2003), who considered oPtimal consumP- for expected survival rates-

tion and Portfolio allocation at the whole universitY level, The survival of families has been a question of interest to mathe-

than the endowment level' When income and demographers for hundreds of years but few empir-

etc) and the costs of university activities
estimates of family line survival are available (Albertsen 1995)

returns,
Englarrd and Wales, for example, the average number of live

against
a woman of child-bearing age of a particular cohort can

sources
have ìn her lifeti¡ne (gross reproduction rate) rose to 0.96

viewed
from a low¡roint of 0.80 in 2000.e Since the probability that
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Table 12.1 Estimated probability of family survival and expected family

slze

Triple-branch tamilY

Probability Expected
of familY

survival size

MODELLING SUSTAINABLE SPENDING PLANS FOR FAMILY OFFICES, FOUNDATIONS AND TRUSTS

Number of
generat¡ons

Single-branch familY

Probabil¡tY ExPected
of familY

survival size

Modelling in the remainder of this chapter assumes a con_
stant discount factor since including a time_varying discount rate
would rule out analytical solutions. While the assumption of con_
stant discounting is a simplification of survival prospects, assum_
ing an infinite horizon is a reasonable approximation to the very
rong horizon of any multipre-branch ramity aimrng for sustainabre
¡ter-generational wealth transfers.

probability of survival and expected familysize (interms of one

der only) using average ferfrlity Pattems of mothersbomin

and Wales in 1960- The data shows that, while not exPected to

vive forever, families have non-zero probabilities of survival

several hundred Years. The th¡ee-branch family in the table is

expected to have a survival ProbabilitY of less than 50% for six

erations. Another interesting imPlication of the model, exPlorecl

Satchell and ThorP, is that oPtimal sPending plansbYfamilY

tions and trusts will vary with survival prospects, being

higher in Years when survival is more likelY' For a

family, this result imPlies a hyperbolic discount functioo

ANALYTICAL APPROACHES TO OPTIMAL DISBURSEMENT
FATES

the standard problem for intertemporal utility maximisation is to
'furd the optimal functional form for consumptión and the set of asset

(1- ô)(1- a)
x {(i - õlcl-0

+ ð[1 + (1 - ô)(1 - a)Ë¡L¡*11(1-p)to-o)](1-d)ttt-p) - I
(72.2)

(0,7), a > 0 and p > 0, and where C¡ is consumption in
form of spending by beneficiaries and costs.

preference in Equation 12.2 is represented by the aggrega-
so that the derivative of Equation I2.2 with respect to

future utility can be viewed as a subjective discount factor.
aggregator is convex with respect to expected future utility, the
prefers early resolution of uncertainty, or safety over stability.

0
'1

2
3
4
5

10
25
50

150

1.000
0.620
o.452
0.354
0.289
o.2+3
0.126
0.037
0.008

= 0.000

1.000
0.949
0.901
0.855
0.811
o.770
0.592
0.285
o.o77

= 0.000

1-000
0.945
0.836
0.731
0.641
0.566
0-333
0.105
o.o24

= 0.000

3.000
2.847
2.702
2.564
2.€3
2.309
1.777
0.854
0.024

= 0-000

that will maximise the expected multiperiod utilitv of
wealth through time. Here, the decision-maker is infinitely lived but
¡akes arnual consumption plans. Proofs for all the propositions that

appear in Appendix A.

a female line eventuallY reaches extinction depends on the aver- Recursive utility
and Weit (1989) and Weil (1990) find the closed_formage number of daughters bom to women in the familY, the

for the optimat consumption path of an infinitely livedreProduction rate of below 1. implies that a UK familY traced

an average mother along the female line would evenhrally become entity that maximises a discrete-time recursive utility function.lo

extinct.
aggregator function for utility has two arguments; the first rep_

Satchell and ThorP (2011) showed how the theory of branching æsents the value of current consumption and the second represents

Processes andbi¡th statistics canbe used to estimate family survival future utility over uncertain fufure consumption

frmctions. The pattem of familY survival depends on overall fertil- Ia = UIC¡,8¡L¡¡]
1lty' the probabilities of Particular numbers of births and the number

of branches in the original familY. Table 12.1 rePorts the estimated

238

a multiple-branch family the function is non-monotonlc' is cTcave with respect to its second argrrment, then
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variable

the agent prefers a stable certahty equivalent path of future con-

,,rrnp"tior,.^4, Weit points out, ð is the subjective discount factor in

the Ëase of certainty and in the linear CRRA case where 0( : p' It

is straightforward io show that the convexiÇ or concavity of tþs

ugg."gã,o. function depends on the relative sizes of a and p' being

.;"; when ot > p a¡d concave when a < p' Convexity implies

more rapidly increasing patience and concavity more slowiy increas-

ing pat;r,cá as expected future utility rises' Agents who are more

rii tolerant and value smoothness (a < p) prefer late resolution,

and agents who dislike risk but tolerate larger swings in certainty

equivålent utility (a > p) prefer early resolution'

Another way to view the parameters of the model is to recognise

that the coefficient of relative risk aversion for timeless gambles is a

and the constant elasticity of intertemporal substitution for deter-

ministic consumption paths is p' lf either Parameter approaches

unity, then preferences become logaritÏrmic in that dimension' so

that we get lãgarithmic risk preferences when o( .- 1 and logarithmic

interteriporai substitution preferences when p - 1' Under the spe-

ciai case whers o( : p, the utility function represents the preferences

ofanindividualwithCRRAandforwhomtheinverseoftherisk
aversion Parameter is the elasticity of intertemporal substitution'11

Wealth
The HNWI's optimisation problem also depends on the wealth gen-

erated by investment income and donations' The amount of money

available for investment, I¿, is given by

It : Wt - Ct O23)

where Wr is the wealth at time f' If Ir is invested in n assets' buying

N¿,r shares in the ith asset at a price P¡,¡, then

t,: iN',,P,,, (12'4)

If we define the random return to the ith asset as the ra¡dom

MODELLING SUSTAINABLE SPENDING PLANS FOR FAMILY OFFICES, FOUNDATIONS AND TRUSTS

where w¡,¡ = N¡.tp¡.t lIt represents the reiative weights of the assets
in the portfolio, so that Z'l=tzu¡,, = 1 and saving from wealth is futly
ínvested in each period-

y spending on administ¡ation and
ries. Setting aside questions of port_
fo¡ now that no donation income is
is

W*t: (Wt - C)Zt 0,2.7)

where z¡ = z'i=tw.tz.t is the random growth in in'estments from f
to f + 1- I1 C¡ = n1,1't¡,, then Equation 12.7 is

Wt+r : (1 - m)WtZ, (12.g)

This gives us a difference equation

wt: wofig -,r,¡2,
i=0

, f_t
.wovt-tl ltt - m) e2.s)

i:0

where V¡_1 is the accumulated value of one unit of wealth invested. 
at I : 0 and held until time f; it is random and assumed to be non_
negative.

Proposition 12-1,. rf z¡ ís a positíve iid random variable and, z!-"
is a well-defined random variable such that ts (Z|-"): qa exists for
0 < q < æ, it follows that E(7,Y) : Et for all integer f > 0.

lncome and new contributions

.Mary HNWIs and family offices rely entirely on investment income
afte¡ a foundational business has been sotd (Amit et al 200g).How_
ever, it is possible to generalise to the case where new sources of
lncome or new cont¡ibutions Y¿ are received during the time period
f - I to t but invested at the end of the period. Some family foun-
dations may also receive charitable donations, for example. (lncome
¡eceived during
tramework u¡til the market opens in integer time.) This means that

the period carnot be invested in this discrete-time

equation (Equation 12.8) needs to be adjusted to

- P¡r*t
r i,I

then the stochastic wealth of the charity at time f + 1 is

11

Wr'l = l¡\w¡'¡7¡'¡
í=7

the wealth

: (L - mt)WtZr-r f Yr-r (72.70)
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Then

wt = wovt-tfi,, - *,t *iv,(\)'li-tt, -',r (12.11)

where 7e is assumed to equal 1.

It is apparent that no closed-form solution to the optirnisatio¡

problem described by Equation l-2.2 eústs for additive income for

general distributions- Flowever, using the fact that new sources of

income must be positive, they can be expressed as a multiplicativq

addition to wealth. Define the cumulative growth in income from

new sources as a proportion of wealth V,-t = l|',=âi,, and rewrite

the wealth constraint as

(12.12)

In this case the new interpretation of the risk-adjusted exPected

retum to wealth, E, is

Eøi-iyl-{) :E(zl-i)E(Yf--r") + cov(Z}--{'vl-il : O

We now go on to solve the optimisation problem for consumption

or the disbursement rate subject to the wealthProcess set out above.

Optimal consumption Path

Giovannini a¡d Weil (1989) and Weil (1990) show that the optirnal

disbursement rate willbe a constarit ProPortion of wealth when the

ho¡izon is infinite and the retum to invested wealth Z¡ is positive

iid.

MODELLING SUSTAÍNABLE SPENDING PLANS FOR FAMILY OFFICES, FOUNDATIONS AND THUSTS

For CRRA utility, when a : p the optimal disbursement ratesimplifies tom:7 - (ôg'¡tla. Ll the case of logarithmic risk prefer-
ences when q -- 1, the consump tion-to_wealth ratio is myopic over,; i¡vestment risk even when the investment opportunify set is non_-., constant, and in the case of logarithmic intertemporal substitution
preferences whenp .- l the consumption-to-wealth ratio is constant
for all values of a. Thus, in either Iogarithmic case, the optimal dis_bursement rate is independent of our assumption aboutlE(7,1Í)- Inother words, the consumption rate is independent of asset allocation,
although the amount of wealth drawn down is not.12

The feasibility and d1'namic stability of this plan carr be ensured
by placing conditions onmodel paramete¡s. The dyramic spending
plan in Equation 12.14 is feasible (sarisfyìng strictþ positive wealth
and consumption constraints) when the rate of disbursement ls Pos-itive so that õg(t'-o¡,rr-o, < 1, or for the CRRA case, when ôg < l.(gross) retum to wealth is always non-negative so that2 0, and given that the discor¡nt rateôe (0,7),a consumption-
to-wealth ratio strictly less than L is sufficient to ensure feasibility.

stability, such that the expected value of optimised ufil-is bounded at the infinite horizon, is also satisfied by ô9 < 1in the CRRA case, but the conditions for feasibility and dynamic
do not always coincide in the nonlinea¡ recursive utiliÇ

sufficient condition for dpramic
form of the aggregator fi¡nction

12.3. Under Newton's Generalised Binomial Theorem
et al 7994), the aggregator function in Equation 12.2 is thea convergent infinite series if ml\ - m) < 7 so that the

ml
r-1

W, : WoV,-t]/r-t fltr
i=0

Proposition 12.2 (Giovannini
consumption-to-wealth ratro m

and Weil 1989; Weil 1990). The

that maximises aggregated utility

(Equation 12.2) Íor t : 0,. , æ, subject to the wealth

(Equation 72.9),where Z; is positive üd, is constant

m -- 7 - (6 çtí- P) t í- a) )tl P

and the optimised value of Equation 12-2 is

(úw\7-d -'LL(W):

Íor tY : l(l - õ)m-Pltttt-Pt.

rate is less than the savng rate.

The proof of this proposition is set out inAppendû A, and begins
and givenbY urserting the value function (Equation 12.15) into the aggregator

(Equation I2.2). An inspection of the result shows its sim_
a generalised binomial form- Newton,s Generalised Bino_Theorem thus gives the criteria for convergence, which verifiesha¡rsversality condition, and it follows that the value function
to zero in the limit.

convergence condition ml 0 - n) < 1 applies where the dis_value of expgcted future utility (the second argument irr
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the aggregator function) exceeds tl're value of current consumptio¡

(the first argument in the aggregator hrnction), and amounts to ths

requirement that the optimal spending rate be less than the sav-

ing rate. If the reverse is true and the value of current consumption

exceeds discounted expected utility, then the rate of spending needs

to exceed the rate of saving to achieve dynamic stability. For most

of the empirical applications to follow, where tfre optimal spending

response to moderate dranges to the investrnent outlook is mod-

elled, the spending rate must be less than the saving rate. This con-

dition is equivalent to m < l, which is not a binding constraint for

most conventional parameterisations of the problem.

The conditions for optimal portfoho selection for this problem a¡e

well known and we do not repeat them here. Importantþ when

retums are üd, portfolio choice is dependent only on tastes for

risk, not preferences over intertemPoral substitution, and does not

depend on expectations of the futr:re coruumption path'14

In the following sections, we take advantage of this separation and

treat the portfotio allocation as predetermined (although not neces-

sarily optimal). But, for any given asset allocation, however deter-

mined, it is possible to calculate the impact on the ideal disbursement

rate caused by changes in the distribution of future retums, risk atti-

tudes and/or portfolio weights. The scenario analysis is givenbelow

(see p. 248).

EMPIRICAL ILLUSTRATION

The empirical implications of the explicit solution for the opti-

mal coruumption-to-wealth ratio (Equation72.14) can be illustrated

using a simulated sample of portfolio returns-Arnltet al (2008) report

that HNWIs and family offices hold capital in public and private

equity, hed.ge funds, real estate, fixed income, comrnodities and col-

fable 12.2 Summary statist¡cs, real annualised portfolio returns,January 1 990-June 2006

MODELLING SUSTAINABLE SPENDING PLANS FOR

Mean (%)
Standard devíation (%)
Skewness
Kurtosis
Jarque-Bera
(p-vatue)

OFFICES, FOUNDATIONS AND TFUSTS
FAMILY

4.75
13.02

-0.69
3.88

21.87
(0.000)

lectibles. The actual holdings of HNWIs are not available, so we

construct a retums series using an asset allocation similar to the Well-

come Tiust i¡ 2005 as a long-iived trust established by an HNWI'15

Figure 12.1. shows the p.oportions of total funds invested in each

asset class for simulated portfolio retums and these weights are fixed

for the whole sample period.16

The simulated data are monthly real portfolio retums over

period January 1990 to June 2006 (198 observations), based on

consumer prices and eamings data. It is reasonable to expect thatwages are an important cost for a family office, and deflation usingconsumer prices alone will overstate real spending power, so infla_

wage increases.

ts computed as 507" consumer price driven and 50% purely due

mean (log) real annualised retum to this portfolio is 4.75/ovolatility of I3"/" Per year. Summary statistics in Table 12.2the (monthly) data is significantly non-normal: negativelyskewed and leptokurtic. However, the autocorrelation structure ofde-meaned retums and squared de-meaned refums supports anthat real portfolio refurns a¡e iid. Ljung-Box e statis_

F¡gure 12.1 Asset allocat¡on of simulated portfolio

Globaf equity
32.2yo

Pr¡vate
equity
11.5õ/"

Emerging
equity

UK equity

Property
7.5y"

Cash
5.47"

Hedge funds 3.6%

UK Gitts 2.8%

vidual asset class retums from standa¡d indexes a¡d deflated reported hep, are insignificant to at least 50 lags for the



Figure 12.2 Optimal disbursement rate
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de-meaned retums. The squared residuals have one significant

autocorrelation at lag 10.

MODELLING SUSTAINABLE SPENDING PLANS FOR FAMILY OFFICES, FOUNDATIONS ANDIRUSTS

From the estimated beta parameters, quanfiles
- Ya,0.025 : 1 - F-l(0.025) and 1 _ ûq.oo2s : | - F-l(0.975) can be

as a guide to the accuracy of fi. Consistent with the solution
ran- - logarithmic intertemporal substitution preferences, the optimal

rate, tu : (L - õ), ¡s g'/,
Per annum when p : 1- Asfor consumption hansfer through time decreases and p

the disbursements fall from around 4.7o/o when p : 0.2,2.8%when p =5}8

Equation 72.74 is the oPtimal

inJinitely lived draritY under a

rate of disbursement rate for an

fixed asset allocation, given time

(12.

ft is shown in

preference parameter ô, corsumption smoothing parameter p

relative risk aversion a. Another key determinant is the mean of

risk-aversion-scaled Portfolio retum, E(21-") : E. To estimate g,

the monthly portfolio retums were bootstrapped using 120,000

dom draws, then summed to get 10,000 armual real (gross) retuIns

a¡d the sample mean was comPuted

a = +>zi1:1o,oool ¡=t

forð:0.97anda>0-
The estimated optimal disbursement rate

The error range around r?¿ widens rapidly as the elasticity of
substitution (EIS) diverges from 1 in either direc-Figure 12.3 graphs the estimated beta distributions of the opti-

vte 12.2 for values of the intertemporal substitution parameter disbr¡¡semenf rate at three indicative values of the intertem_
between 0.2 and 5, and with risk aversion a : 2-6. This value substifu tion parameter- When the EIS is relatively high, at
risk aversion is estimated from the portfolio weights of the Ø = O.ZS¡,the error distribution rs more right-skewed and dis_
come Tiust, assuming that the portfolio is optimal' i7 The than whm the EIS falls to 0-8 (p : I.2S), whe¡e the distri_
risk aversion parameter is only indicative, and serves as a rs more tightly packed a¡ound the 31" logarithmic disburse_
point for numerical illustrations. ¡ate- Howeveq, as the EIS moves away from 1, falling to 0.2

The light grey curves in Figurc72-2 gSve an approximate 95% 5), the probabiliry distribution becomes more right-skewed
range for the estirnate of ru. Abeta distribution is fitted to 1,000 and uncertainty over the optimal spending rate increases.
strapped estimates of fo : (õQ{t-o)llt-a)¡rlP by maximum Pattem indicates the ncreasing importance of the stochastic

F¡gute 12.3 Disbursement rate error distribution
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hood, after filtering out values that do not meet the feasibilitf parameter q2 to optimal consumption paths as
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the EIS d.iverges from 1, since at p : 1 consumPtion depends only

on the discount Parameter ô, which is assumed to be known with

certaintY.
Flence, a moderately risk averse HNVfl will spend between 5%

and 2'/" of wealth each year, but the uncertainty surrounding that

optimal solution is very large and increasing as the EIS diverges

from 1

SCENARIO ANALYSIS

HNWlsneedawayofassessingwhetherthei¡chosendisbursement
rate is robust to changes in beliefs about future retums, an exercise

usually called scena¡io analysis- A natural approadr is to set Past

historyasthebenchmarkandbuildoptimisticorpessimisticout-
looks. Altematively, a range of drawdown rates for a cross-section of

foundations or family offices with diffe¡ent beliefs about the returns

distribution could be estimated-

ln this section we set out a simple procedure to conduct scena¡io

consumption-to-wealth ratio with stochastic dominance properties

of altemative retums distributions.
The influence of the retums distribution on oPtimal spending

rates is via the expectation of risk-scaled portfolio retums' 9' To

gauge the optimal spending resPonse to optirnistic anci pessimistic

i¡vestrnent scenarios, consider changes in the expected risk-scaled

portfolio return q, keeping constant tastes for risk, a, and intertem-

poral substituiao , p, fixed but varying general distributional char-

acteristics. The change in optimal disbursement rate as q vanes

SUSTAINABLE SPENDING PLANS FOR FAMILY

-lable 12.3 Revisions to drawdown rates under f¡rst_order
transformations

lntertemporal substitution parameter

Risk avers¡on o<p<1 p>1

MODELLING

d>1

OFFICES, FOUNDATIONS AND TRUSTS

0<d<1 AG

õZr0 - qincreases

òm

aato-mdecreases

f .o - Çadecreases

òm

ag to 
- zdecreases

AG

AZr0 - Ça increases

òm

ao, 
to:t m¡ncreases

AG

ô2.0 - q2 decreases

òm

aoo'o + zincreases

analysis that is not highlY dependent on specific assumptions First-order stochastic domina¡ce (FSD) implies thatEilG(Z)l )
distributions of retums. The analysis directly connects the desired G(Z)l for C(.) anyincreasing function. Now apply the result for

Sincea, Pa dQ arePositive, the response of the oPtimal

ment rate to an increase in I willbe positive whenP>1anda<
andwhen P < 1 and a > 1. If both q and P are greater than 1

less tha¡ 1., then the response of the optimal disbursement rate

an increase in qa will be negative. However, the influence of

risk aversion on I itself needs to be accounted for. It tums out

First-order stochast¡c dominance
Proposition 12.4. If Zf firstorder stochastic dominates Z¡, then eincreased if 0 < a < 1 and decreased ifa>1.

= E(Zr -o), to see that G(27 : 7t-" ts positive increasing fora < 1 (hence, et > e), and positive decreasing for a > 1, so
Qt < Q, where Â is an FSD transformation.

Consider now the change in m r:nder an FSD shift F¡ (Z), for each
four combinations of values for relative risk aversion and the elas_

of intertemporal substitution. Two effects interact to determine
response of the consumption-to-wealth ratio to FSD transforma_

ofthe retums density. The first depends on the properties of the(Z), and the second on the sign of the derivative of l,le with
to g given in Equation I2.IT.Theoutcomes are summarised

Table 12.3.

regardless of the size of the relative risk aversion parameter,
of the refu ms distribution that are described by first-stochastic domina¡ce mearì a decrease ìn the consumption-

ratio whenever 0 < p < 1 and an increase in the
ratio when p > 1. Weil (1990) showed this

lognormally distributed portfolio retums, but here it is
to the case of any well-behaved continuous refums dis_

The former case,0 < p < lfitsdecision-makerswith

depends on the relative sizes of u and p

g* : -5tto\!-- 
P) e0-p\t(1-d)p)-ròA (I - o()

248

this canbe done using the properties of stochastic domina¡ce' elasücities of yrtertemporal substitution, and the latter case,
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p > 1., agents with low elasticities of intertemporal substitution. For

optimistic returns scmarios and where the wiJ-Iingness to tra¡rsfer

consumption over time is higb the substitution effect dominates

the income effect and the HNWI reduces spending rates, whereas

for HNWIs with low elasticities of intertemporal substitution, thg

income effect dominates the substitution effect, and they increase

sperrding rates. These effects are indePendent of tastes for ¡isk when

retums are üd.
Now corrsider reshaping the retums distribution to reflect opti-

mistic scena¡ios for investment that a¡e consistent with FSD trans-

formations. For optimistic outlooks, the aim is to make extremely

poor retums unlikely relative to the recent past by shifting tail mass

from the left tail to the right tail of the distribution. For an arbitrary

positive continuous density, Pdf(r) we consider two points 11 a¡d
ru and the probabilities

Corollary 7LS. If G(x) is a positive rncreasing function, then
I

Jo ctxl pdr' (x) d¡ > (<) [] "ø vorr*t o*, (r2.2r)
for pdf'(x) the result of an optimistic (pessimistic) transforma_

m;;:::""ely. 
The opposite result appù'"rÇrn 

"" decreasing

flf ODELLING SUSIAINABLE SPENDING

fmpirical illustration

FOR FAMfLY OFFICES, FOUNDATIONS ANDTFUSTS
PLANS

er: f püt';)dx, "": I- PdÍ(x)dx, t-.: f;" Pdf(¡) dr
(12.18)

and clearly Pr + P1 + P-¿ : l.
Construct a new densig by the following shift

Pi = Po + ¡, Pi: P1- A,, Pi¿ : P-a Í2.79)

where 0 < A < min(Pu,Pr) and

fortr<¡<oo

forxl<x<ru For HNWIs, foundations or family offices with low elasticities ofsubstitution, where p > 1, optimistic transformations
for0<x<rr portfolio retums distribution rncrease the optimal disburse_rate, as they enjoy higher ncome in the current period ratherIt is easy to check that pdf'(r) is still a well-defined dersiÇ favouring fufure consumpfion. Figure 12.5 graphs changrng

although it is no longer continuous at ¡ : xt oÍ x x¿. Note that rates as optimism increases and EIS decreases.
a continuous density with zero probabiJity mass at anY Point Table 12.4 shows specific examples of the numerical scale ofassumed, the discontinuities inducedby our transformation will in disbursement rates. l4lhile the size of the EIS relative
affect the existence of the integrals. Furthermore, the above I determines the direction of revisions to disbursement rates, rel_mation canbe called "optimistic" in that it transfers probability aversion influences the scale of the change. I4lhen p : 2the lower tail to the upper tail of the densþ while a 0.5) and q. = 2.6, for example, optimal spending at the his_transformation does the reverse. For an optimistic average retum is 2.8% per year. Reducing the probability ofretums by 4 percentage points raises spending by 180 basis(bp) from 2.8t" to 4.67" per year. The same size shift in the

¡ Pi, pdf (r)
lP"

pdr'(x):-lPdr{rl

I ri parr'l
l. p,

f ør't'ro'. f;Pdr(x)dx
which satisfies FSD, and the following corollary holds' pessinúsm reduces spending by 24Obp from 2.g/" to
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F¡gure 12.4 Optimal disbursement rate under transformations of the

portfolio returns distribution, 0 < p ('l

Retums rescaling factor -{'04

(a) cr = 0.5. (b) ¿t : 2.6.
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Figurc 12.5 Optimal disbursement rate under transformat¡ons of theportfolio returns distribution, 1 ( p ( S
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OUANTITATIVE APPROACHESTO HIGH NETWORTH INVESTMENT

0.4o/" per year. For lower risk aversion, the revisions

sperrding a¡e an increase of 220bp for the optimistic

decrease of 180bp for the pessimistic scenario'

Second-order stochast¡c dominance

The first discussion considered first-order transformations of

retums distribution. Now we consider second-order changes'

MODELLING SUSTAINABLE SPENDING PLANS FOR FAMILY OFFICES, FOUNDATIONS AND TFUSTS

72-6. If Zf second-order stochastic dominates Z¡,fhens urc¡eased if 0 < a < 1 and decreased if q > 1.

stochastic dominance (SSD) implies that

E,"tG(Z)l > E[G(Z)]
G(.) any increasing, concave fr¡nction. Applying this result for= E(Zt- q), 

we see that G(Z) : /7-a is positive increasing andforO < a < 1(hence, Qø > Q), a¡rd positive decreas-

to benchmæk

scenario a¡rd

252

and convex for o< > '1, so that cp. < cp, where o is an SSD
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Table 12.4 Numerical exampte of changes to drawdown rates (FSD)

(a\ p :2, EIS : 0.5
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The change 'tnm for each of four combinations of a and P, given

an optimistic transformation of the retums density, is summarised

in Täble 12.5. If ou¡ transformation creates SSD over the original dis-

tribution, then the optimal consumPtion-to-wealth ¡atio m decreases

whenever 0 < p < 7.If p > 1, SSD implies the opposite effec! where

ffi increases as risk shrinks and decreases as risk rises (for a constant

expected retum). This result confirms the reasoning in Weil (1990)

that responses to mean-Preserving sPreads of the retums distribu-

tion depmd only on the value o1 p,bwr it is shown that this result

holds for any second-order stochastic dominance transformation of

the retums distribution.
To illustrate the result, consider a mean-Preserving spread of the

distribution as a special case of SSD- For an arbitrary positive con-

tinuous density, pdf (x), where xt : lx 1- €¡, ei - üd(0, ø€2), construct '
a mean-preserving spread by the following transformation of x¡

x!¡: Ltr+ (1 +@)€i, 0< tr,r < co

The mean of both distributions is

lÐ(ri):ß,(x¡):tt,

and, for 0 < <r-r < æ, the variance of the transformed varíable ti
greater than the variance of r¡
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Table 12.6 Numerical example of changes to drawdown rates (SSD)

(a\ p :2, EIS = 0.5

MODELLING SUSTAfNABLE SPENDING PLANS FOR FAMILY OFFICES, FOUNDATIONS ANDTRUSTS

a
d.

RRA

RRA

a :2-6
a :0.5

2.6
o.5

Benchmark (%)
u,t : 0.00

Optimistic (%)
ar = -0.5

3.5
3.7

Pessim¡stic (%)
(rr=0.5

Benchmark (%)
at : 0.00

2.8
3.5

3.1

2.7

1.3
3.4

(b) p :0.8, EIS : 1.25

Opt¡mist¡c (%) Pess¡m¡st¡c (%)
¿o : -0.5 ú¡ : 0.5

3.8
2.4

2.7
2.6

These are sufficient conditions for the second-order stochastic dom-

inance of pdf(x) over pdf'(r). The variance of r¡ can be shrunk

by choosing an optimistic transformation such that -1 < at < 0,

so that the transformed distribution pdf'(x) dominates the

distribution, pdf(r).

Corollary 12.7- If G(r) is a positive increasing, concave functior¡
then

J- "t'l nor t Ð ða >,., f G(¡) pdr(x) dx (t2.2s)

for pdf'(¡) the result of an optimistic (pessimistic) transformation
The opposite result applies to positive decreasing, convex fr¡nctions.

Empi rical illustrati on

Figures t2.6 andt2.7 graphrhe optimal disbursement rate when

variance, but not the mean, of the distributíon of Z¡ is increased

decreased. ú:r Figure 12.6 the standard deviation is shrunk from

historical value to almost zero (rescaling to -1), or
raised to twice the historical size (rescaling to 1), while setting

0.5 or a : 2.6, and allowing p to range from 0.4 to l.- For HNWIs

low elasticities of intertemporal substitution, when p > 1,

in risk lower optimal spending rates, with the effect becoming

dramatic as EIS shrinks. Figure 12.7 graphs these changing
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rates as optimism over volatility increases and EIS decreases'
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Figure 12.7 Optimal disbursement rate under mean-preserving spread
transformations of the portfolio returns distribut¡on, 1 < p < 5
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side raise spending by 70bp and on the pessimistic side

spendingby 150bp.

Lowercurrentspending as a reaction to improved prospectsis

necessarily irrational or irresponsible. On the contrary,

could be evidence for a high level of willingness to tra¡sfer

bursemmts into the future. However, if an HNWI favours

consrrmptiory then unwillingness to shift consumPtion towards

future dominates, andoptimalspendingrises and falls as

MODELLING SUSTAINABLE SPENDING PLANS FOR FAMILY OFFICES, FOUNDATIONS

CONCLUSION

[n this chapter we bui]t and solved a model of the ideal constantdispersement rate for a foundation t¡ust_ The specific features of

ANDIRUSTS

or
management decisions for an HNWI or family office were built in_First, the ideal rate of spending depends on preferences for safetyand smoothness in expected consumption, tastes which can be rep_¡esented in an EZW utilityframework. T]¡LeEZW, or recursive, utilit¡rseparates risk tolerance f¡om intertemporal consumpfion prefer-ences/ so that if refurns to investment are iid, then the asset alloca-tion and consumption decisions are

be treated as confingent on a pre-set portfolio.
separable, and spending rates

Description_s ofgovemance strucfures of family offices and for¡ndations indi-cate that investrnent choices a¡e not always made simultaneously
flexibitity berween spending aná

choice of spending rates, so
plaruring are critical.

The ideal spending rate depends on investrnent retu¡ns and risþrisk preferences of the decision-maker and thei¡ capacity forconsumption from the present to the fufure, or the elas_of intertempora_l substifu tion. Using a simulated retums distri_we derived anideal spendingrate of3T"perannum when theof rntertemporal substifu tion was p : 1. As tolerance fortransfer through time decreases and p increases, thefa-ll from aror¡nd 4.7% when p : 0.2 to 2.gy" when
fixed for stþulated investment retums.
responsiveness of disbursement poli-
of very general refums distributions,considered scena¡io analysis- The effects of optimistic and pes-transformations of the retums distribution were identifiedthe properfies of stochastic dominance. Analytical results werefor revisions to expected
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brightens orblackens. Somewhat surprisingly, this is true of retume (SSD).
retums (FSD) and for revisions to
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Without assuming a specific functional form for the probability
dersity, the effects on optimal spendíng due to a transfer of probabil-
ity mass from the lower to the upper tail (FSD), a¡rd vice versa, and
the effects of mean-preserving spread (SSD) were derived, incor-
porating important idiosyncratic features of actual retums dis¡¡i-
butions. These experiments can represent either revisions to tþq
beliefs of an HNWI, or a cross-section of beliefs about investment
opportunities from a sample of such individuals or families.

While the optimal drawdown rate depends on both tastes for
risk a¡rd the elasticity of intertemporal substitution (EIS), scenariq
anaþis shows that whether optimal spending rates increase or
decrease in response to fust and second-order dominance changes

in retums depends entirely on the EIS. Whenever the EIS is less

than 1, income effects dominate substitution effects, and optimistic
changes to retums (FSD and/or SSD) raise current spending. The
reverse holds when the EIS is greater than 1, and when the EIS is .

unitary spending rates a¡e inrmune to revision and depend only on
time preference.

Foundations, trusts and family offices have been treated here as

always having an interest in future regardless of time horizon. This
approach is an approxirnation for an HNWI or family office for
which survival is at least likely into the distant future, even though
eventual extinction is inevitable, as discussed above. Moreove¡, the
importance of intemal family relationships have been subsumed
into an assumption of unitary preferences, which is very likely an

over-simplification. Amit ¿f ¿l (2008) report that single famiþ offices
(SFOs), especially later generation SFOs, commonly perform fam-
ily education, counselling services and relationship management,
emphasising the lirnitations of the framework used here.

APPENDIX A
Proof of Proposition 1.2.L Since Z¡ is 1id, Z!-" is üd and

po(ÍrY) :'[( 
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: ul 
LIrl-"]

ú-1 f-1:nve!-"):llc,: ç,
í=0 i=0

Equation 12.15 into Equafion
consumption and the wealth

r_ 7
Lt-- (1-ô)(i-a)

x {(1 - õ)(m,t4r,¡t-o

+ õIEt\lztÍ - m)W)1-"](r-p)te-d)](t_a.,/(r_p) _ l
Maximising Equation 72.26 overrn¿ is the sam 
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llfr 
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(12.21)

(r2.28)

(72.30)

MODELLING SUSTAfNABLE SPENDING PLANS

Rearranging Equation 12.27 gles

n v : [e - õ)m;p ]tttt-p), rhen Equarion 12.28 blcomes

*, : {t. [$, t - õ ) m; 
p ([ts t (21 - q 

) ]1. 
/ (1 - a) )- ol, 

/ o 

]-, ttz.ze)
and rearranging confirms ttrat

mt :7 - t6([ßtef r]r/(1-a)¡t-p11¡o
if E4(Zl- " ) = E (Ztr- " ) : q2 then

lttt : m = 1 - [ô(qr(1-pr/ (1_ü) 
)]ttp

¡
of Proposition 12.3 Newton,s Generalised Binomial Theoremthat, for any r € R, if l¿l < 1, then

à(;)r
to (1 + a)'. This result implieg for a : xly

i),'-'*'=à(;)-=,+a). (72.37)
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Using the aggregator function (Equation 72.2) and substituting
the value function (Equation 12.15), we obtain

Lt:

x {(1 - õlcl-q
+ ð [Er ( t (1 - 6) m- o 

1t 
I {t-p) I,4y'r+l )1-d ] 

(1-p)/ (1-d) 
} 

(1- a)/ (1-p)

-1
1

(1- ð)(1- a)

x {(1 - 6lcl-o
+ ð[(r - Ðm-p]lE+(wt*r¡1-ai(1-o)/(1-a)1(1-a)/(1-o) - 1

1

(1- ô)(1- a)

x {(1 - õ)T|-PW\-P

+ ð(1 - õ)m-o(l - ffi)7-pw7-pg(1-p)/(r-a)Ì(t-a)tQ-p\ -I
(72.32)

and Equation 72.32 wlll be the convergent sum of the generaJised "-

binomial expansion above if

x
u---

v
:^al

7-m
and r : (1 - a)/(1 - p) is a real number- (Note that this condition
restricts p + 7.)

The generalised binomial expansion in this case is
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Proof of Proposition 72.4 Note that tÍ Zl frrst-order stochastic
nates Z¡, then F¡(Z) < F(Z), where F¡(Z) andF(Z) are the
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them by IE¡ (.) and E(')- FSD implies that IEaIG (Z)l >-E\G(Z)] for
G(.) any increasing function (see Huang and Litzenberger (1988) for

the proof)- If G(Z) - Z7-o,0 < a < L, then G(Z) ß increasing in
Z, and hence, r¡nder F¿(Z), I is increased- If a > 1', then G(Z) is

a decreasing function n Z and under F¡(Z) the reverse happens:

q2 decreases. tr

Proof of PropositionL2.6 Note that if Zfo second-order stochastic

dominates Z¡,then

F(z
Jo 

a,(r, dr < 
Jo 

F(s) ds Íor alJZ e (0, æ)

whereE-(Z) andF(Z) are the respective distribution functions. We

denote expectations with respect to them by E. (') and lE('). SSO

implies that IE- [G(Z) I > EIG(Z)] for G(') any increasing, concave

function (see Huang and Litzenberger (1988) for proof). IÍ G(Z) =
tt- a,O < a < 1, then G(Z) is increasing and concave in Z, a¡rd hence,

unde¡ F.(Z), qa is increased. If cx > 1, we have G(Z) a decreasing

and convex function tn Z, ard under F. (Z) the reverse happens:

g decreases. ¡

APPENDIX B

Täble 12.7lists data sources for each refurns se¡ies. Aconsistent series

of retums to hedge funds was not available prior to Janu ary 1994, so

from January 1990 to December 1993 the allocations to UK, global,

emerging and private equitywere each increasedby 0.9% andhedge

funds set to zero. Total portfolio retum is the weighted sum of log

changes in each retums index and the cash rate (expressed on a

monthlybasis) minus the log change in the inflation rate

. 1f , / cPIú I *lr.,l ""ú8t' \-ìP : ,l \cPL- / - "' \"u*i',gs,-, / J

AII the series are from Datastream, apart from the cash rate, whid,

is from the Bank of England database.

' ffi13;11*chãity-commision-gov.uk/showchariry/registerofchùitis/regisrerhome

3 See htÞ://wtm-mmdwebacces.con/SpContent/Endowment-

4 Retums to hedge funds, real 6tate md.p¡ivate equity can be serially corelated. See Satcheilet at (2012) for ualysis of spending ir tri"Èzw -'äirîi,å'.äås u,e,ot iia.
5 Merton also addrsses the prcblem for a fi¡ite horizon.

6

7 uld simplify to the rate of time preferoce, but time

å:fff$lå:"i.tv ættinæ sæ n"'t"' 
"t 'r 

(zooil

t 
Turace is, theoptinal invsbnst suateg.y of a invstor ormriÃum tevel of cmsumptioo . *"f ií*pUãti r,,t"irJ"(1989).

g ONS data coveF the dcade 1Ðg to 2008.

10 Bhamra ad Uppal (2006) solve a related problem for a finite horizm with non{oretmtinvestment opportunity set.

rl ciovu*ini ad weil (1999) æd canpbeil (1993) derive md disuss slæciar cæes-
12 This r€ult hæ been widelv emoloyed in the asset prici¡t litsahre_to hejp mtch up high

;Ë;l o**'* with relátiveþ i-æth co.s'^p'tio" p""äiJtäî'r* example, Campbe¡

13 ibility Ðdtræveßality cmdition for a related agtregator fuc-tlre model here is diüerént in signincæì ways æd Smith,s ¡sult

14 æt
fo¡
tica
ess

15 The Wellcome Trust was fouded.by.businæsmm ud philanthropist Sir Henry We.llconend suppo(ts biomedica.l æd medicál hu^*iu* rã"i.åi.-*'"""t'
't6

17 Optimal portfolio weights will stisfy a vecto¡ of moment conditions in the riskscaled oon_rorro retum ad returc to individuaíæ*b. wil;ä;;;T;ää ,Ëã,"i;;å;äí.:;E consra¡r. the conditions are (Bharua a"a Upp.i z,iòà,È*qî"ïåi iä

Elmptr-d) ttt-pt Z-" (zt)I = È[Z;" (zì] = o

This system of moment conditions md the portfolio rehrrc data dsribed abo'e cæ be uædto srimate a by generatised n"thod of ^'o-J,iË:ü;;"rrî;äË,are avaitable f¡om theauthors on ¡erqust.

MOOELLING SUSTAINABLE SPENDING PLANS FOR oFF|CES, FOUNDAItoNs AND TRUsTs
FAMILY
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19 The slightly jagged shape of the suface is cauæd by the b@tskap præ6s: a differot æt of
radom d¡aws È mãde at each combimtion of p ad 

^. 
Edgæ of the surface a¡e not smooth

because the feæibility dd boundary conditioro de not met for some exbeme valuæ of p
ùd d.
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t3
Asset Allocation and Dioorce Risk

Bernd Scherer
FTC CapitatGmbH

In reality the standard
orourrireisac"-0.;ü'.'ff;:"r*,iä:ä,îi:ffi :ü:1îof contingent claims that both are iard to lr"tì""ur,¿ have an impacton the optimal asset atocation decisions of both partrers. From ouranalysis we find that divorce law can lead to lower equity allocationstha¡ both partlers find individually optimal. It can make strategicdivorce (gaining access to the spouse,r r"ro,rr""r.,ot accessible dur_- ing marriage) athactive and lead to welfare_ì¡¡
agreements for both partners. 

:reasrng PrenuPtial

The only papers close to our work are by Love (200g) and Voena0)- Both derive theoreticaì models for opfimal investment deci_stons in a marriage. Both
set of decision variables (investment,

models are riche4, as they include a larger
consumPtiOn and labour sup-explicitly model a multi-period optimisation problem.However, this rictrress comes at a cost. In Voena (2010) investment

are considered deterministic, and Love (2008) ignores con_claims between partners. This chapter instead focuses on
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uìvestment problem with stochastic asset refums and contingent
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